Centum WorkSkills India Limited launches Multi Skill Development... 

Previous story: Pak shells civilian areas of J&K, villager injured 
Next story: NEC contributes to NTT DOCOMO's LTE-Advanced Service at the Top of Mt. Fuji 

MRS. INDIA 2015-PRIYANKA KHURANA GOYAL FLAGS OFF FOUNDATION PROGRAM FOR iFEEL'S... 

Previous story: Centum Learning started rolling out PMKVY to skill 24 lac youth 
Next story: Honda Revfest: The next Revolution in Fun Motorcycling 

CENTUMS NOT A BAROMETER OF GOOD EDUCATION SYSTEM 

The end of May has the newspapers full of announcements of centums in the 12th class exams from various schools and in numerous subjects. Year after year, the top marks in many subjects are on the upswing and the number of children achieving these... 

More from: This Week Bangalore
11 Indian cos in Forbes Asia...

As many as 11 Indian companies including Avanti Feeds Ltd and Borosil Glass Works are ranked among top 200 Asia Pacific corporations in Forbes Asia's 'Best Under A Billion' list. The list covers public companies with annual revenue of USD 5 ...

Kourosh Kayvani to head up eminence at Aurecon

Previous story: National Skill India Mission-Quote on behalf of Mr. Sanjeev Duggal, CEO and Director, Centum Learning Next story: John McGuire to head up innovation at Aurecon

Kourosh Kayvani has been appointed Global Director, Excellence ...

Centum's unplanned sojourn to Africa brings rich dividends

Centum Learning has taken leadership in providing training solutions to governments and companies in Africa. Its Indian experience helped, but in many ways, it was a different arena, says Sanjeev Duggal, CEO and director

Image: Amit Verma ...

Minions and Jurassic World prove popular for Centum Books

Licenses boost company's position Centum Books has dominated the Top 20, for two consecutive weeks, in two charts published by trade title, The Bookseller, based on sales up to 3 July 2015. The Bookseller's data ranks several titles from Centum ...

Centum's Mworia takes Ciano NSE board position

Former Uchumi chief executive Jonathan Ciano has been replaced at the Nairobi Securities Exchange (NSE) board of directors about a week after he was sacked as the CEO of the troubled supermarkets chain. Mr Ciano, whose position was Thursday taken ...

Centum celebrates Minions movie with VIP screening

Centum Books will celebrate the arrival of the Minions movie on Sunday 28th June with a host of retailers, media and VIP guests at an exclusive screening at Vue Cinema, Westfield. Centum Books has secured broad distribution for its Minions ...

More from: DeshGujarat, Financial Express...and 15 other sources
African Development Bank loans Kenya Power Sh15b to boost connections

Kenya Power has received Sh15 billion from the African Development Bank (AfDB) to boost connection of more Kenyans to the national grid. The funding is expected to enable the national power distributor to connect 314,000 households before June ...

More from: Africa-News.info